Precipitating pharmakologies and capital entrapments: narcolepsy and the strange cases of Provigil and Xyrem.
Since the mid-1990s, Americans have been made more aware of chronic sleep deprivation and sleep disorders exacerbated by dominant temporal regimes of work, school, and family life, primarily through increased medical and media attention. Concomitantly, Americans have turned to medical treatments and pharmaceutical cocktails to achieve normalcy rather than attending to the social and cultural causes of sleep sickness. This turn toward pharmaceuticalization is aided in part by the proliferation of medical disorders and the pharmaceuticals marketed to treat them (e.g., "excessive daytime sleepiness" requires treatment once reserved for narcoleptics). These cocktails have explicit and implicit components: the former consist of pharmaceuticals, the latter of capital dependencies, including ties to medical insurance companies, stable employment, and familial networks. In this article, I examine the proliferation of pharmaceutical cocktails through the concept of the pharmakon-something simultaneously remedy and cause-to illuminate the causes and effects of such pharmaceutical regimens in contemporary American society, specifically those relating to sleepiness. Specific cases of this struggle between chemical dependence and normalcy are offered from my ethnographic work with patients who suffer from sleep disorders.